
JLA on-premise laundry solutions 
for the hospitality industry



Is outsourcing leaving you out of pocket?

Already operating an in-house laundry?
Save up to 34% on laundry with OTEX ozone laundry

Bringing your laundry in-house could 
save you up to 35% versus outsourcing 
and give you complete quality control  
of your linen and towels. 

Laundry accounts for your biggest spend outside of staffing costs, but has no profit 

potential. By outsourcing it, you are paying thousands of pounds more than you 

need to each year – without being able to guarantee the quality of the items your 

guests are using. 

This brochure provides a brief guide to the simple steps you can take to save time and money  

by bringing part or all of your laundry in-house. It also explains how you can escape the cost  

and hassle of relying on someone else to process your laundry. 

Whether you want to upgrade from your current 

commercial washers and cut running costs by  

over a third, or need to expand your on-premise  

laundry and make the biggest savings possible on  

larger laundry volumes, OTEX is the ideal solution. 

Working at low temperatures using the natural cleaning  

properties of ozone, OTEX cuts water, energy and detergent 

consumption while gently opening fibres to extend the life  

of your towels and linen – while leaving them soft and fresh  

to give your guests the best experience possible. 

Find out more on page 8.

Enjoy fluffier towels with  
OTEX ozone laundry
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20% fluffier



Outsourcing issues

You may see outsourcing as your only option in keeping overheads to a 

minimum. But are you properly counting the cost of trusting others with 

your laundry? Are you risking wasting staff time and having insufficient  

linen stock due to late, short or unacceptable deliveries? 

If you compromise on quality by relinquishing control of your washing,  

you may be putting guest experience – and your reputation – at risk.

Bringing your laundry in-house will improve the quality of linen  

you supply to your guests – particularly the towels they use in  

your bedrooms and spa. 

In addition, you’ll be able to adapt wash schedules to suit peak 

and quiet periods and will no longer be at the mercy of a supplier’s 

timetable or fixed fees. And because you can re-deploy existing  

staff resource to improve productivity, there’ll be no significant 

increase in wages.

An on-premise laundry will allow you to:  

 
    Save money 

Outsourcing requires double the PAR stock compared to on-premise 

laundries. And with expensive fees per item, this multiplies your  

spend significantly – as do minimum charges. 

   Save time 
Rather than waiting for deliveries, counting in and 

out, processing paperwork and maintaining storage 

areas, staff can concentrate on other front-end 

duties. Operating commercial laundry machines is  

a straightforward, quick process and will free up 

hours of labour time. 

   Take control of your linen 
Choose the quality of items you want to use and 

extend the life of your towels and linen. You’ll also 

eliminate the risk of damage or loss in transit.

Benefits of an on-premise laundry

Consider the daily issues your staff  
face when outsourcing laundry: 

  Late returns

  Minimum charges

  Poor packaging/inconsiderate handling

  Inflexible delivery times/frequency

  Short or incorrect returns

   Inflated prices for smaller items such as  
glass cloths, kitchen cloths and tea towels

  Substandard, ‘budget’ items

   Poor, inconsistent wash quality –  
staining or damage

   Staff time needed for counting in  
and out

   Administration time for processing  
PO’s or making complaints

   No way of controlling cross-infection
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On-premise laundry options 

Let JLA show you how to make both short and long-term 

savings with a FREE feasibility study, and take you on the 

journey from outsourcing hassle to in-house peace of mind.

 
 Step 1: Upgrade your back-of-house equipment 

You may already have a washer and/or dryer in your hotel process for laundering incidentals 

such as tea towels and staff uniforms, but if you are using domestic machines they are likely 

to waste lots of energy, take a long time to process garments and last just a year or two. 

By upgrading to commercial machines you can reduce utility costs, speed up the laundry 

process, and be sure that your equipment won’t let you down.

 Step 2: Bring your towel laundry in-house 
This is the biggest single area for potential savings, as towels account for 30-50% of your  

laundry requirements. The number of machines you’ll need is minimal, and operation  

times are short, so even taking initial purchase of 3 PAR stock into consideration, you can  

save up to 35% versus outsourcing – which means the equipment can pay for itself in  

as little as 3 months.

 Step 3: Take complete control of all laundry 
Building up to a full on-premise laundry will give you huge savings and rid you of the cost and 

hassles of outsourcing. With expert advice, all the machines you need and ongoing support in 

one place, JLA will guide you through the entire journey towards a full on-premise facility.

Tailored solutions

We understand that every hospitality business is different. That’s why we offer a range of options to 

suit your needs – and improve your bottom line rather than your supplier’s. Our Total Care package 

offers simple monthly payments with no capital outlay, and the payback can be as early as month 3.

With equipment that pays for itself, why risk relying on somebody else’s?
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Washers

A deep understanding of hospitality businesses 
has allowed us to develop commercial and 
industrial washing machines to meet your 
daily (and nightly) challenges. Energy-efficient 
programmes, large door opening and fast cycles 
are just some of the key features available in the 
7-90Kg machines we have built around the needs 
of hotels, spas and other leisure businesses.

Our latest laundry innovation, SMART Wash, 
takes our laundry 

offering to the next 
level, with JLA Sense 
absorption technology 
to minimise water and 
energy consumption and 
intuitive two-touch start 
to make life even easier 
for staff. Ultra-efficient 
and intelligent by design, 
our industry-leading 
SMART Wash range will 
save you up to a third on 
utility bills while ensuring excellent wash quality 
for your everyday items.

Detergents

To help you get the best wash in every wash, we have developed a 
full range of professional detergents, fabric conditioners, starches and 
other essentials – each designed to give you fresh, soft and clean 
laundry and enhance your guests’ experience. 

WaShIng

Whether you need a single commercial machine for back-of-house 

items, a space-saving stacked system to fit layout limitations or  

a full suite of machines to cope with everything you need to 

process, we have it all at JLA.

Creating an on-premise laundry  
to suit your specific needs

Stackable Systems

Our stacked washer/dryer and dryer/dryer systems save space and maximise  
your laundry output. Stacking machines to get the most out of your available  
space not only speeds up your laundry process, but also frees up floor space  
that can be used for additional equipment such as finishing tables.

 OTEX Ozone Laundry System
Cut in-house laundry bills by up to 34%

JLA’s ground-breaking laundry system has 
revolutionised the way businesses wash  
their essential items, with a unique process  
that cuts costs while 
prolonging the life of 
investments such as towels 
and sheets. Using a natural 
ozone laundering process, 
OTEX washes in low 
temperatures and is proven  
to reduce water, energy  
and detergent costs. It is  
also particularly effective  
in increasing the fluffiness  
of towels. 
 

Disinfect laundry

The system is also ideal for 
washing chef whites and spa 
garments, killing 99.999% of bacteria such  
as Norovirus, E.Coli, Impetigo and Athlete’s  
Foot while also gently opening fibres to  
remove oils and grease without causing  
the fabric damage associated with high 
temperature washes.

Dryers

Capacities from 5 to 140kg mean 
all usage levels are catered for, 
which means hotels of any size 
can benefit from dryers that 
complement their washing 
throughput. Innovative features 
such as ‘auto-dry’ ensure your 
dryer stops as soon as garments  
are dry, so every cycle operates 
as efficiently and effectively  
as possible.   
 
Because we care about your  
staff and guest safety as much 
as you do, our dryers are also 
available with the Sensor Activated  
Fire Extinguishing (S.A.F.E) system.  
 

 
The main cause of a  
dryer fire is spontaneous  
combustion (a particular risk for  
hotels where fats and spa oils are  
often involved) which means there 
is always a risk regardless of the 
prevention measures taken. If a  
S.A.F.E dryer does set alight, our 
specially designed automatic water 
jets will quickly put out the flames and 
operate for 3 minutes – preventing 
laundry fires and/or the unnecessary 
evacuation of your guests. 

DRYIng

FInIShIng

Finishing Equipment

We know that quality is key in terms of keeping guests happy, which is why we have developed  
a range of ironers and tables to perfectly complement our wider laundry collection,  
and make it easy to operate a full on-premise facility with the minimum of fuss. 

Our ironers and finishing tables live up to the standards set by our other laundry  
solutions. Ideal for processing sheet flatwork, restaurant items, staff uniforms or  
even guests’ garments as part of a valet service, our range of products will ensure  
your hotel sets the right first impression, time after time.
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We know how important fresh linen is to your business, and 
that running out of clean towels or sheets could harm your 
reputation. That’s why our Total Care package has been 
designed to get you back up and running in no time should 
a fault occur, with no repair bills to pay... ever.

  Market-leading machine supply

  7-day breakdown cover

  No wear and tear clause

  24/7 service helpline

  Simple monthly payments
 
Plus... guaranteed 8-working hour call-out response –  
or we pay you £100.

No upfront investment  
required on any JLA 
machine, and no repair 
bills to pay... ever.

Our solutions don’t stop at laundry
We offer bespoke warewashing solutions to fit any application

Our warewashing range offers everything you need from 

simple, single dishwashers and glasswashers that will make 

life easier in any kitchen or bar to larger utensil & pot washers, 

passthrough machines and bespoke conveyor systems 

designed to help you cope with high occupancy or functions  

in larger hotels.

 User friendly undercounter machines for kitchens and bar areas.

 Top loading utensil & pot washers for deep cleaning on higher volumes.

 Bespoke rack and flight solutions – modular systems for thousands of items p/hr.

 Intensive cycles for fast turnaround at peak times.

  HACCP data capture option to verify sanitisation  
for environmental health audit trails.

  Professional detergents and rinse aids  
designed to give you streak-free  
finish on utensils and crockery.
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Find out more about our full range of products and services

0800 591 903
info@jla.com    jla.com

England and Wales Meadowcroft Lane, Ripponden, West Yorkshire, HX6 4AJ   
Scotland 27 Tollpark Place, Wardpark East, Cumbernauld, G68 0LN  

Ireland Regus House, Harcourt Road, Dublin 2 JL
A0
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